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Grade 5 
Unit Unit Title Lesson Day 

4.3 
Geometry – Graphing /Coordinate Plane 

1 of 2 1 - 6 

Lesson Focus 

1. Standards Addressed 2. Content to be Learned 3. Mathematical Practices 4. Essential Question 

5.G.1 Use a pair of perpendicular 

number lines, called axes, to define 

a coordinate system, with the 

intersection of the lines (the origin) 

arranged to coincide with the 0 on 

each line and a given point in the 

plane located by using an ordered 

pair of numbers, called its 

coordinates. Understand that the first 

number indicates how far to travel 

from the origin in the direction of 

one axis, and the second number 

indicates how far to travel in the 

direction of the second axis, with the 

convention that the names of the two 

axes and the coordinates correspond  

(e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis 

and y-coordinate). 

����How to construct and label a 

coordinate grid, including the name 

of the Quadrants I, II, III, & IV even 

though they will only be working in 

Quadrant I (where (x,y) are both 

positive numbers). 

����Understand that the intersection of 

the x- and y-axis forms the point of 

origin with coordinates (0,0) 

����Understand that the x-axis runs 

horizontally and the y-axis runs 

vertically. 

����Understand that an ordered pair is 

always written in the form (x,y). 

����When graphing an ordered pair, 

you always start at the origin and 

move “x” number of spaced along 

the x-axes (left or right) and then 

move up (or down) vertically the 

number of “y” spaces.   

����Given a point in Quadrant I, write 

the corresponding ordered pair.  

SMP4 Model with mathematics. 

SMP5 Use appropriate tools 

strategically.   

SMP6 Attend to precision. 

 

 

�What do you call the horizontal line 

and vertical line of a coordinate 

graph? 

�What is the name and the 

coordinates of the ordered pair at the 

intersection of the x-axis and the y-

axis? 

�How do you graph a given ordered 

pair (x,y) on the coordinate grid? 

�How do you name a point in the 

first quadrant of the coordinate grid? 

�How do you label the quadrants 

(I,II,III,IV) of the coordinate graph? 

***Though this is not required by 

the standard the term quadrant is 

used on their student pages so we felt 

it should be addresses here.   

 

                    II                 I 

                   III               IV 

5. Prerequisite Knowledge 6. Essential Vocabulary  7. Possible Misconceptions 8. Necessary Materials 

Name and locate points on a 

number line. 

Perpendicular 

Axes, x-axis, y-axis 

Coordinate system; x-coordinate 

& y-coordinate 

Origin (0,0) 

Ordered pairs 

Quadrant (I, II, III, IV) 

�Graphing along the axes, when 

one of the ordered pairs is a 0. 

�Given a coordinate grid with all 4 

quadrants, many students will label 

the quadrants clockwise from QII, 

instead of counter-clockwise from 

QI. (Grade 5 students only work in 

QI). 

OnCore Lesson 94 

Student pages 187 – 188 

K-5 Math Resources 
Coordinate Grid 

Geoboards  

Coordinate Shapes 

Coordinate Grid Tangram 

Geometric Shapes on the 
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Coordinate Grid (5.G.2) 

Instruction 

9. Instruction Practices (What are the teachers doing) 10. Learning Practices (What are the students doing) 
Teachers will guide students to understand the functions of the 

coordinate system.  Beginning with the perpendicular number lines, 

called axes.  Teachers will explain to students that the horizontal 

number line is called the “x-axis” and the vertical number line the “y-

axis”.  They will help students to understand that the point where the 

axes meet is called the origin and is labeled with the ordered pairs 

(0,0).  Teachers will show students how the coordinate grid is divided 

into Quadrant I, II, III, and IV (which runs counterclockwise, and 

causes misconceptions).  They do not have to explain how the 

coordinates are represented in each Quadrant; at this grade students 

should just be aware that they exist, though all their graphing will be 

done in Quadrant I.  Teachers will understand that ordered pairs are 

always in the form (x,y) and that when graphing an ordered pair you 

always start at the origin and move “x” number of spaced along the x-

axes (left or right) and then move up (or down) vertically the number 

of “y” spaces.  They will assist students to write the corresponding 

ordered pair for a given point in Quadrant I.  Teachers will use 

OnCore lesson 94 along with the K-5 Math Resources.  They will 

find that most students enjoy these activities.  If additional “fun” 

activities are needed consider looking for “line designs” and “string 

art” patterns for Quadrant I online. 

 

Students will understands the functions of the coordinate system 

beginning with the perpendicular number lines, called axes.   

Students understand that the horizontal number line is called the “x-

axis” and the vertical number line the “y-axis”.  They will understand 

that the point where the axes meet is called the origin and is labeled 

with the ordered pairs (0,0).  Students will know how the coordinate 

grid is divided into Quadrant I, II, III, and IV (which causes 

misconceptions because they run counterclockwise).  At this point 

they are only responsible to know the name and place of each 

quadrant, though they will only be graphing in Quadrant I.  Students 

will understand that ordered pairs are always in the form (x,y) and 

that when graphing an ordered pair you always start at the origin and 

move “x” number of spaced along the x-axes (left or right) and then 

move up (or down) vertically the number of “y” spaces.  They will 

write the corresponding ordered pair for a given point in Quadrant I.  

Students will enjoy practicing this concept using On Core student 

pages and the K-5 Math Resource Activities.   
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Grade 5 
Unit Unit Title Lesson Day 

4.3 Geometry – Graphing /Coordinate Plane 2 of 2 7 - 10 

Lesson Focus 

1. Standards Addressed 2. Content to be Learned 3. Mathematical Practices 4. Essential Question 

5.G.2 Represent real world and 

mathematical problems by graphing 

points in the first quadrant of the 

coordinate plane, and interpret 

coordinate values of points in the 

context of the situation.   

����Plot the data of two related quantities 

given in the table on the coordinate grid. 

Understand how the data in a table can 

be written as ordered pairs.  

����Precisely construct a line graph with 

title, labels and intervals. 

����Understand how a line graph relates to 

plotting points on a grid. 

�Analyze and display data in a line 

graph and in the first quadrant of a 

coordinate grid.  

����Interpret what the relative steepness of 

the graph or parts of the graph means. 

Explain how one quantity changes in 

relation to another. 

SMP2 Reason abstractly and 

quantitatively. 

SMP4 Model with mathematics. 

SMP5 Use appropriate tools 

strategically.   

SMP6 Attend to precision. 

 

����How do you write the data in a 

table as ordered pairs? 

����How can you use a coordinate grid 

to display the data you have 

collected in an experiment? 

����When do you use a line graph? 

����What does the ordered pair tell you 

about “Outdoor Temperatures, 

Windows Repaired, etc:? 

����What does the graph tell you about 

your data? 

����What does it mean to describe the 

relative steepness of the graph?  

5. Prerequisite Knowledge 6. Essential Vocabulary  7. Possible Misconceptions 8. Necessary Materials 
 

Plot points on a coordinate grid. Table, Line graph 

Scale, interval 

Plotting 

Rate of changes 

Steepness, steady rate 

Students are sometimes confused 

with a line graph that is very steep 

(up from left to right).  They see this 

as “going up a hill” instead of speed 

increasing. 

OnCore Lesson 95 & 96 

Student pages 189 -192 

Investigations Unit 8 Investigations 

1 Session 1.1-1.5 

Growth Patterns 

Instruction 

9. Instruction Practices (What are the teachers doing) 10. Learning Practices (What are the students doing) 
Teachers will guide students to represent and interpret real world 

mathematical data on a coordinate grid (in the first quadrant).  They will 

help students to understand how a line graph relates to plotting points on a 

grid as students plot the two sets of related quantities collected in tables.  

Teachers will stress the importance of the relative steepness of the line 

graph or parts of the graph.  They will help students understand the relative 

steepness of the graph to see how one quantity changes in relation to the 

other.  Teachers will us OnCore Lessons 95 & 96 along with Investigations 

Students will represent and interpret real world mathematical data on a 

coordinate grid (Quadrant I).  They will understand the relationship 

between plotting points on a grid and a line graph.  Students will analyze 

the graphs and answer questions.  They will visualize and understand the 

relative steepness of the line graph or parts of the graphs and how one 

quantity changes in relation to the other.  Students will practice using 

OnCore student pages 189 – 192 along with the Investigations Unit 8 

student pages that coordinate with Sessions 1.1 to 1.5. 
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Unit 8 Sessions 1.1 – 1.5 Growth Patterns. 

 


